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It’s Your Chapter ...
From the LocSec

My first article in our newsletter! Where to begin?
I joined the Navy in 1978 and met my wife Eileen,
who was also in the Navy, in Monterey California
at Naval Postgraduate School. We married in
1991 which is easy to remember because it was a
palindrome year. We both retired together in 1998
and began work at Kennedy Space Center in 2000.
Eileen retired from United Space Alliance about a
year after the shuttle program ended. I continue to
work at KSC and wear many different hats mostly
related to Information Technology.
Quite a bit has happened since becoming LocSec in
January and more changes are in the works. We have
a couple of new Special Interest Groups (SIGS) now
and I am going to create a third. I encourage each
member to consider creating a SIG. The focus of your
SIG can be anything you want and you can meet as
often as you like. The important thing is that your
SIG will bring like-minded Mensans together for
conversation and socializing. If you want to start a
SIG, just email me or the Assistant LocSec with your
SIG name and subject. We will work with you on
details related to meeting frequency and location.
I title this article with “It’s Your Chapter”. It truly
is your chapter and I hope all of our members feel
they have a participatory role in it. One of the goals
I set for the ExComm was to increase member
participation in events and SIGS are a large part of
meeting that goal. I also plan to have guest speakers
to educate and enlighten our members.
As most of you know, the Central Florida Mensa
group had insurmountable issues with their
regular venue for their annual Regional Gathering.
They decided to hold their event in Brevard and
encouraged participation from our membership.
For next year, your ExComm agreed to allow them
to hold their RG in our county once again. For the
2021 RG, Space Coast Area Mensa will be co-hosting,
which provides us the opportunity to help them with
setup and coordination. I will be seeking volunteers
once we know what help they could use. If you
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would like to host an event at the RG, please let me
know. I will be hosting “Lyricology” which will
challenge your knowledge of song lyrics from the
60’s through the 80’s.
COVID-19 is disrupting things quite a bit. Testing
of Mensa hopefuls has been delayed and we are all
experiencing what it’s like to endure social distancing.
The vast majority of small businesses will be severely
impacted, having been directed to either close or limit
their normal operations. Please try and support your
local area businesses; they really need our support to
see them through these very difficult times.
Another goal I had set for SCAM was to increase
membership. We are just over 200 members and
I think the number should be significantly higher
than that given all the technology companies and
NASA right here in our backyard. Please provide
your Testing Coordinator with any potential new
members. With additional SIGS, guest speakers and
a Regional Gathering coming, I would hope that
people on the fence will be swayed to take the test or
join because the chapter has interesting people and
we do interesting things.
Cont. on Pg. 4

Apparently, an apology is in order ...
The Editor
While trying to entice you readers into getting
somewhat involved in the goings-on of this
organization, I used “complacent” in describing the
state-of-mind of the higher-ups here at SCAM ...
“Complacent” as a term denoting a disconnect of
two-way involvement, not as a review of anyone’s
intent, or purpose in Life ...
Simply, a call to action for expectations in a “club” ...
I apologize for denigrating unknown intentions ...
There are some new activities (noted in the Feb.
issue) centered around firearms, plus wine-tasting ...
So, here’s to more involvement by the readership,
both in joining activities already available, and to
contacting the members of the Executive Committee
with thoughts, wishes, kudos, whatever ...
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Cape Canaveral Schedule
Falcon 9 Block 5 | GPS III SV03
SpaceX
April, 2020, TBD
Falcon 9 Block 5 | ANASIS-II
SpaceX
April, 2020, TBD
Atlas V 501 | OTV-6 (X-37B) (AFSPC-7)
United Launch Alliance
April, 2020, TBD
Falcon 9 Block 5 | SpX-DM2 (Demo Mission 2)
SpaceX
May, 2020, TBD
Delta IV Heavy | NROL-44
United Launch Alliance
May, 2020, TBD

An Integral Relationship That May Explain
Human Consciousness ...
Inverse excerpt > 03-2020

The DMN is a group of brain regions that are active
when the brain is at rest; it tends to have lower
activity levels when an individual is engaged in a
specific mental exercise. While the actual function
of the DMN has yet to be determined, it’s thought
to have a hand in cognitive processes such as selfreflection, forming autobiographical memories,
and playing out potential future events. It is at play
when thoughts stream through our mind as we
gaze out of a window, or reflect on past memories.
It is also thought to be crucial to the maintenance of
consciousness.
Conversely, DAN springs into action when one is
actively engaged in a task (this mode of attention is
sometimes called the “task-positive system”). It’s
responsible for focusing your attention on external
stimuli and lets you solve problems and make
decisions.
During cognitive tasks that require externallyfocused attention, the DMN shuts down, and the
DAN comes alive. Their relationship is a reciprocal
but competing one; in science, this is referred to as
an “anti-correlated” relationship. When one is active,
the other is not; like a seesaw in your brain.
“Studies have shown that the anti-correlation of the
two networks is vital for maintaining ongoing
Cont. on Pg. 3
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MENSA College Scholarships
Hello Members,
The scholarship program is strong. We received
26 local applications in the 2020 pool for Mensa
scholarships. Many also qualified for national
scholarships, so we’ll hear this summer who
benefitted from our outreach efforts.
Thank you to everyone who encouraged applications,
and especially the judges who scored them! Financial
support makes a huge difference to students. The
cycle will begin again in November with advertising,
the essays are usually due mid-January, and I will
again need judges for ratings by mid-February. If you
know someone who could help spread the word or
would be a good candidate (mensa membership not
required), please send them to:
www.mensafoundation.org/what-we-do/
scholarships/us-scholarships/
An applicant must be intending to enroll in a degree
granting accredited college/university the academic
year following their application. Students just need
to become enrolled and provide documentation of
enrollment if they receive the award.
Thank you,

Julie S. Costopoulos, Ph.D.
Space Coast Area Mensa (S.C.A.M.)
Scholarship Chair

Testing:
All testing conducted at Central Brevard Library,
Cocoa, Florida (633-1794) unless otherwise noted.
Testing starts at 1000. (Proctor arrival approx 0930,
Candidate arrival approx 0945.)
April 18(?) Proctor – Bud Long.
Check for possible postponement ...
Explaining Human Conscienceness – Cont from Pg. 2

interaction between self and the environment, [and]
that contributes to consciousness,” says Huang.
In patients who are unconscious, either by anesthesia
or due to neurological disorders that affect
consciousness, this symbiotic relationship has been
shown to also be affected, suggesting that it’s the
relationship’s smooth functioning that’s needed to
stay conscious.
However, all the research that has supported this
theory up until now has used experimental techniques
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that have been subject to contentious criticism, leading
to it still being considered up for debate.

A “give-and-take” relationship
This new research may finally have given us
solid evidence on just how integral the interplay
between the two brain networks is for maintaining
consciousness, and demonstrates that when this
connection is disrupted, so is consciousness.
This suggests that it’s these specific structured
patterns of brain changes that are necessary for
consciousness to happen — and are why each of us
process and are aware of what we experience. You
may know that you love a friend, or enjoy a pizza.
Now scientists are one step closer to knowing the
neural correlates that make that possible.
Huang and his colleagues used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to scan the brains of 98
human participants who were in varying states of
consciousness or unresponsiveness. Some patients
were rendered unresponsive using anesthetic agents,
such as propofol and ketamine. Others suffered from
neuropathological conditions that caused disorders
of consciousness, such as unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome (UWS), also known as a vegetative state.
The team observed that the degree to which
the two brain networks were suppressed in the
unresponsive patients – both via anesthesia and due
to neuropathological disorders – was similar. This
suggests that “the give-and-take relationship of the
two systems may be particularly important for normal
levels of consciousness,” they write in the paper.
The researchers also examined another cohort of
248 conscious participants, including both healthy
control patients, as well as patients with diagnosed
psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, and ADHD, which are known to alter
brain networks. Like the patients under sedation, the
transition to the DAT and DMN in the brains of these
individuals was also significantly reduced.
Taken together, these results suggest that it’s these
specific structured patterns of brain changes that are
necessary for consciousness to happen — and are
why each of us process and are aware of what we
experience. You may know that you love a friend,
or enjoy a pizza. Now scientists are one step closer
to knowing the neural correlates that make that
possible.
Be Safe! – SCAM, SCAM, SCAM
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It’s Your Chapter – Cont. from Pg. 1

Leadership from the ExComm alone is not enough
to meet these two goals. We need each and every
member to actively participate. Have an idea for a
new event? Let the ExComm know. Events are not
required to be held every month. You can have a First
Light event if you want that only meets on Jan 1st.
Events, like SIGS, are entirely member driven. Which
is why this chapter is your chapter.
I will be hosting an irregularly scheduled event
called “Brunch with the LocSec”. The idea is that I
would select a place for brunch and fellow members
can come and join me. A great opportunity to bend
my ear because I listen very well when I am eating.
With the social distancing thing and restaurants
being closed, I have to delay the launch of brunch
until the menace is behind us.

I am always available by phone or email. I plan to
begin utilizing the American Mensa site for quick
member outreach emails. If you do not have an
account set up on that site, I encourage you to get
it set up. You can forward those emails to your
personal account so you aren’t having to worry about
yet another email account.
Let me hear from you, whether it is just saying hello
or if you have an idea on a new event or SIG ...

Upcoming Events
Games Night – Tuesday, Apr. 14th at 6:30pm
SNORT – Saturday, Apr. 25th at 5:15pm

